Dear Planning Inspectorate,

I completely object to the proposed solar park at Cleve Hill on the following basis:

- The area is a vital ecosystem for birds and reptiles, we cannot afford to lose this for migratory birds, industrialisation of the site will cause the natural sea grasses, habitats and soil balance to be tampered with and affected.
- A Marsh is a vital flood plain for the surrounding area, unless the plan is to lose the panels in times of high seas and tides, defences will be constructed that will push flooding elsewhere. With climate change it is proven water levels are rising.
- Natural outdoor resource for local area. I like many others in the area visit this area to walk and escape the pressures of modern day life. A joy of it is the space and lack of development. Once it goes, it will be lost for generations to come.
- Eyesore on local area
- The provision of Solar on a mass scale is not effective energy use, we would be far more successful passing policy and law for all new houses to legally have solar panels.
- This is quality land for agriculture and grazing of animals. The loss of this local source, will result in increased importing of produce that will outweigh any carbon savings from the panels.

Thanks,

Edward Kearton